Global Jet Adds Global 5000 Available for Charter

Global Jet strikes again by adding another Global 5000 in their charter fleet which brings the south of France aircraft availability to three.

Since the beginning of 2018, a Global Express XRS and three Global 5000 have been added to Global Jet’s charter fleet. Global Jet’s growth does not stop there; due to the high activity on the French Riviera, a new charter department has been created in Monaco with the arrival of a new “Charter Sales Executive”, Nils Lovag who will guide clients and find optimal solutions exceeding their needs comments Léonard Bertholet, Charter Sales Director.

The Global 5000 is configured for 12 passengers in the utmost comfort and designed in a high-class and stylish interior.

The cabin is divided into three sections enabling passengers to enjoy every moment of their flight by relaxing on the comfortable divan in the afterdowm cabin, appreciating a five star dining in the middle cabin or simply work in the calm in the forward cabin, thanks to a complete range of entertainement features as well as Wi-Fi.

The blue sky of the Côte d’Azur is yours for the taking!